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Pursue deeper understanding
Students must complete **advanced** study in 3 of 4 distinct areas of knowledge.

- Experiential Learning (EXP+)
- Humanities and Fine Arts (HFA+)
- Social and Behavioral Sciences (SBS+)
- Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM+)

The EXP+ Committee works to implement the requirement, including meeting the NSEE standards for effective practice.
EXP+ standard: Reflection

Learning requires reflection.
Testing of assumptions against reality of experience.
Reflection needed at all phases: before, during, and after experience.
Essential for adjusting the experience (formative assessment) and evaluating outcomes (summative).
EXP+ standard: Monitoring

Students need real-time feedback and advising. Experience needs to be monitored for learning objectives and quality.

Faculty monitoring critical for every EXP+ activity.

Challenge: How do we make it easier for faculty to provide this monitoring, so that more students can participate in EXP+ activities?
EXP+ Implementation: The Contract

Enrollment in a EXP+ course will require the contract. Student fills out the contract in consultation with the advisor. Starts the reflection process. Identifies the specific learning objectives and purpose for the experience. Identifies the mechanism for continued reflection, and for continued monitoring.

*Expectations for EXP+ are built into the contract.*
Moving Forward

New challenge: How do we spread the word and encourage adoption of the EXP+ contract? (compliance vs usefulness)
Faculty education and buy-in remain critical pieces of the puzzle.
Faculty time remains biggest hurdle for broader adoption of EXP+ activities.
Want to move to online contract and e-portfolio site.
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